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Abstract

This article aims to explain the Middle East policy of America during the cold war. The structure of international politics has changed after World War II. Two new powers, the United States of America and the Soviet Russia, have dominated the world politics. In this period, the Middle East was of great importance for the United States economically, politically and strategically. The United States has been struggling to prevent a power threatening the interests of the West from controlling or dominating the Middle East. Especially in the period after 1945, it has been responsive to the Soviet Union’s developing control or influence over the region. In the present article, the importance of the Middle East for the United States is going to be emphasized first. Then, the doctrines called by the names of the US presidents and some conflicts and depressions experienced in this period are going to be discussed.
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1. Introduction

The world was reshaped after the end of World War II and a period called “Cold War” began between the Soviet Union and the United States of America which are considered as the super powers in strategic and ideological terms.\(^1\) While the Europe was struggling to get rid of the destructive effects of the World War II, the Soviet Union made effort to promulgate its ideology and the USA struggled to prevent these efforts. In addition, some changes occurred in the structure of international politics in this period and a binary structure emerged, which was called “bipolar”. The basic characteristic of the bipolar world is that it is based on ideological separation. The countries in the world were
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separated into two blocks; the “West Block” and the “East Block”. The Soviet Union was the representative of the other block or impact area against the USA with its military power almost equal to that of the USA and its ideological structure. The USA generally has been the party that kept the initiative in the creation of a new structure in the international system with the security policies it has adopted since then. The Yalta conference, February 1945, formalized the creation of these two blocks. The two super powers, the USSR and the USA, have adopted the policy of strengthening its own block since after the Yalta Conference. The Cold War period can be discussed in three parts. The first period was between 1945 and 1953; the second period including the period of conflict, confrontation and reconciliation was between 1953 and 1979; the third period including the second cold war period was between 1979 and 1986.

2. The United States and The Middle East

The Middle East policy of the USA began when oil was found in the region in 1920s. This rich petroleum reserves and unique strategic location has made the Middle East one of the most critical regions of the modern world. The Middle East is the connecting link between Africa, Asia and Europe. It has been thought that establishing a power over the Middle East enables the USA to reach and use energy resources, notably oil, an open and secure route of transportation, seaways, the Suez Channel and the Strait of Hormuz without any obstruction. For this reason, almost every President of the United States having come to power since the World War II has emphasized that the Middle East is of great importance for the USA economically, politically and strategically.

The military relationship between the USA and the region basically began in the Cold War era. The Middle East region is of vital strategic importance for the USA and its Western Allies. The USA struggled to certainly prevent a power threatening the interests of the West from controlling or dominating the Middle East. It thought that such situation might endanger both itself and its allies. Especially in the period after 1945, it has been responsive to the Soviet Union’s developing control or influence over the region. It is seen that the policy of the USA related to ensuring the security of the region is continuous within this framework.

To this end, the USA began to keep military power in the region when the MIDEASTFOR (Middle East Force) which utilized the Jufayr naval base of Bahrain was established in 1949. The abovementioned military power is symbolic and is of importance as it represents the Middle East policy of the USA.

3. Doctrines and Crises During The Cold War

3.1. Truman Doctrine (12 March 1947)

The Truman Doctrine is based on the fear of American government authorities that they are continuously under the threat of the Soviet Union. This fear results from the USA’s way of
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interpreting the incidents having occurred in Europe after the war.\textsuperscript{8}

American government authorities attached importance to the fact that the Soviet Union had not withdrawn its troops from Iran just after the World War II, and requested a base in the Straits and lands in the Eastern Anatolia from Turkey and supported the communists in the civil war in Greece. This is because; these states might have directly encountered the Soviet threat.\textsuperscript{9}

If Iran and Turkey had been under the influence of the Soviet Union, all the Middle East states might have encountered the Soviet threat; if Greece had been under the control of the Soviet Union, this would have resulted in a situation threatening the security of the whole Western Europe.\textsuperscript{10}

Although the Soviet troops withdrew from Iran in 1946, this crisis made the Truman government think that Iran should be enclosed creating a line against the Soviets (Containment Policy).\textsuperscript{11}

Truman stated in his speech on April 5, 1946 that he was going to reshape the American foreign policy. In his speech, Truman also stated being a powerful state laid great burdens on the United States of America and getting out of these responsibilities would be a big betrayal to the international security and he added that the American foreign policy should be universal.\textsuperscript{12}

Truman explained the principles of the Middle East policy of the USA as follows:

\begin{quote}
"Turning to the Near East and the Middle East, we find an area which presents grave problems. This area contains vast natural resources. It lies across the most convenient routes of land, air, and water communications. It is consequently an area of great economic and strategic importance, the nations of which are not strong enough individually or collectively to withstand powerful aggression. It is easy to see, therefore, how the Near and Middle East might become an arena of intense rivalry between outside powers, and how such rivalry might suddenly erupt into conflict. No country, great or small, has legitimate interests in the Near and Middle East which cannot be reconciled with the interests of other nations through the United Nations. The United Nations have a right to insist that the sovereignty and integrity of the countries of the Near and Middle East must not be threatened by coercion or penetration."\textsuperscript{13}
\end{quote}

In his speech on March 12, 1947 in the Congress, he said that independent nations sought the support of the United States of America and the world peace would fall into danger if the USA was indecisive about providing this support.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, Truman requested from the
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Congress to give 400 million Dollars to Turkey and Greece as an economic aid and to send American civil and military personnel to these countries to modernize their military equipments and armies.\textsuperscript{15}

Along with the proclamation of the Truman Doctrine and the increased American commitments in the Middle East, the British – Soviet rivalry in the region was replaced by the rivalry between the USA – the Soviets. In addition, this doctrine can be regarded as the first step towards the Cold War to continue until 1990 with increases and decreases in tempo.\textsuperscript{16}

3.2. Marshall Plan (1947)

This plan is related to the economical development of Europe and it has a different meaning from the Truman Doctrine that can be regarded as the starting point of the Cold War.\textsuperscript{17} George Marshall, the USA Secretary of State, observed that the Europe could not recover itself yet after the World War II and stated that the USA should give more economic help to the Europe, in his visit in the continent for the Moscow Conference. This was because a stable Europe with no economic barrier would have enlarged the import market of the USA and therefore served to American interests.\textsuperscript{18} However, the European countries should have taken action before the American assistance. The first draft of the European Development Project called Marshall Plan was issued in the conference held in Paris on July 12, 1947 with the participation of 16 states. In the light of the data obtained from the 16 European states, the reports regarding how much assistance these states need were issued and these reports were sent to the USA. Therefore, the Marshall aid covering four years (1947-1951) was launched.\textsuperscript{19}

3.3. The Establishment of the State of Israel & Arab- Israel Conflict (1948)

After the World War II, one of the main factors influencing the political developments in the Middle East was the establishment of the State of Israel. The relationship among the Arab states and the relationship between the Arab states and other countries were based on the Israel-Arab conflict which had risen since 1945. The Jews began to struggle to establish a State of Israel before the World War II. The most important support regarding this aim was given by England which holds the mandate government. England initially imposed a quota on the Jews going to Palestine in order to find a compromise; however, this resulted in the illegal migration of the Jews who escaped from the coercion of Hitler in Europe to Palestine. England was torn between the Jews to whom it promised a national country and the oil-related interests and Palestine located in a strategic region.\textsuperscript{20}

England lost power after the World War II and handed over the Palestine problem to the UN declaring that it decided to terminate the mandate government in Palestine. The UN concluded that Palestine be shared by Arabs and Jews and Jerusalem remain neutral. In accordance with this decision, England terminated its mandate government in the region on
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May 14, 1948 and Israel declared its independence. The new state was recognized by the United States and the Soviet Union as well. However, seven Arab states including the Arabs who had been residing in the region for one thousand years, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Yemen made a military intervention in the region in order to prevent the implementation of the decision of the United Nations. As Israel acquired new lands with the related conflicts, the Palestinian people became refugees. The armistice lines occurred at the end of the 1948 War were accepted as the borders of Israel. However, Arab States did not recognize this state and the 1956, 1967, 1973 Arab – Israel Wars outbroke.

3.4. Baghdad Pact

In the Truman period, British and American experts wanted a Middle East Defence Organization to be established in order to prevent the Soviet Russia from infiltrating in the Middle East. It was thought that Egypt would play a key role under the leadership of England and with the support of the United States. However, such plan could not be realized due to the reaction of Arabs. Then, the Baghdad Pact was adopted with an agreement between Turkey and Iraq in 1955 with the United States’ encouragement. In April 1955, England; in September 1955, Pakistan and in November 1955, Iran joined the Bagdad Pact, thereby enlarging the alliance.

While England was the only Western member of the Pact, the United States did not want to come to Israel’s attention by joining the Pact in this period when Arab – Israel conflict was at issue. Therefore, the United States did not establish a legal connection with the Pact. The Baghdad Pact was not long lived. Initially, Iraq declared that it would pursue a nonalignment policy and thereon bipartite defence agreements were signed between Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Pakistan. However, Iran declared that it withdrew from the Pact in 1959. The remainder members constituted the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) until the Iranian Reform in 1979.

3.5. Suez Crisis

In a sense, the developments related to the 1956 Suez Crisis were the continuation and natural results of the conflicts between England and Egypt after the World War II.

During the World War II, when Germany wanted to capture the Suez Channel deploying soldiers to Egypt, England deployed two hundred thousand soldiers to the lands of Egypt on the strength of the 1936 alliance. When the war ended, negotiations were started with England upon the request of Egypt in 1945 and these two states signed an agreement in 1949. England accepted that it would gradually withdraw from Egypt. However, the efforts by the Soviet Union to take Iran, Turkey and Greece under control in 1945-46 resulted in the 1948-49 Arab – Israel War and the non-withdrawal of the soldiers of England. Egypt rejected the attitude of England and declared that it annulled the Suez
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Agreement dated 1936. Whereupon conflicts occurred between the British Forces and the local people in the Suez Channel. In addition, England and France made a joint assault against Egypt in order to avoid possible material damages to the Channel region. The USA and the Soviet Union showed a harsh response to this clear attack in the presence of the United Nations. Two rival states liaised in this situation; and England and France had to withdraw their troops against this unusual oppression. Consequently, the Suez Crisis has made a significant change in the situations of the two Western states having a say in the Middle East since the period between the two wars in 1919 and 1939. England and France categorically withdrew from the Middle East and the United State of America superseded them due to the abovementioned crisis.

In addition, Egypt established a full control over the Suez Channel as a result of the Suez Crisis. It made England withdraw its bases and it terminated the British dominance in Egypt which had been lasting since 1881. Egypt became the most effective and powerful country of the Arab world. The Soviets which expressed its strong condemnation for the Western states’ attack to Egypt and channel region gained prestige in the Middle East and Egypt began to warm towards the Soviets. The United States of America gained prestige in the region as well because it was clearly against the attack and it did not have a imperialist history in the region; however, the Eisenhower Doctrine, which the USA adopted against the Soviet policy in the region and which can be regarded as one of the results of the Suez Crisis, was interpreted as an arrangement directed to protect the interests of the West and damaged the prestige of the USA in the region in the long run.

3.6. Eisenhower Doctrine

As stated before, the Eisenhower Doctrine emerged as a result of the 1956 Suez Crisis. This is because; the situation in the Middle East after the Suez Crisis worried the United States of America. The substantial Western prestige in the region was damaged while the Soviet Russia became the sayer of the Arab world.

Eisenhower made effort to enable these countries to struggle against communism by helping the countries in the region to solve and strengthen their economic problems explaining what communism hegemony could result in. This is because; The United States of America understood that it could not protect the regions surrounding the Soviet Union through regional assaults and control the situation in the Middle East abiding by a solely military doctrine like the Truman Doctrine in the reformist change period that the Middle East underwent after the Suez Crisis, and it adopted a new political program to gain the trust of local people and to remove the image of “colonist” and a new aid to support this program.

Due to the abovementioned reasons, the President Eisenhower declared the decision of the USA to supersede England and France in the Middle East in his message presented in the American Congress on January 5, 1957, which is called “Eisenhower Doctrine.” In his
message, he expressed that the Middle East became an unstable region in time and suggested that this instability was exploited by “international communism”. Eisenhower stated that Russia had no economic interest over the Middle East and did not need the oil in the Middle East and added that the USA was already an oil-exporting country. Therefore, he argued that the interest of Russia in the Middle East was fully based on political purposes and emphasized that Russia would like to seize this region due to its strategic importance. Due to these reasons, the President submitted the Congress his proposal consisting of four items. These items were to give economic aid to the Middle East countries struggling for economic development in order to protect their independency or to give military aid to the demanding countries; to use the American armed forces against obvious armed assaults by a country under the control of international communism when requested, and to allocate two million Dollars to the order of the President for 1958 and 1959. Consequently, the Eisenhower Doctrine which is a step towards the re-acceleration of the Cold War and which provides more opportunities for the United States of America to intervene in the region did not fulfil the expectations of the USA. This mainly resulted from the fact that the doctrine was considered as a direct intervention in the internal affairs of the Middle East by Egypt and Syria, although it was backed up by Lebanon, Libya, Turkey, Iran and Iraq. Moreover, Syria and Egypt warmed towards the Soviet Union and this convergence gave rise the tendency to communism in Syria.

3.7. Syria Crisis

The Syria – Soviet Union convergence after the Suez Crisis and before the proclamation of Eisenhower Doctrine caused anxiety in Turkey and the USA. That the Syrian government was pro-Soviet and the weapons manufactured in Soviets were sent to Syria caused mistrust among Turkey and other members of the Baghdad Pact. The Soviet presence in Syria worried the Turkish government because the dominance of the Soviet Union in Syria meant that Turkey would be enveloped from the south and surrounded on three sides as Turkey borders Bulgaria in the west and the Soviets in the north. In a declaration published by the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it was stated that Turkey would take the necessary precautions when the Soviet Union deployed troops in Syria.

In a message sent by the United States of America to Turkey, it was stated that the USA would give hand to Turkey in case of an assault by the Soviet Union. The USA deployed its naval and air forces in the region and performed military manoeuvres in the southern borders of Turkey in order to warn Syria. However, the precautions taken by Turkey tensed up the relationships between Turkey and Syria rather than softening Syria. The USA's declaration that it was on Turkey’s part prompted Syria. The Soviets oppressed Turkey using their full influence on Syria. Then, the United Stated of America put its full support behind Turkey. Therefore, the USA proved that the Eisenhower Doctrine can be implemented in the Middle East in October 1957.

This crisis is a result of the outbreak of the steadily increasing dominance and power rivalry
started between the two blocks after 1945 – 1947 in the Middle East. This dominance and power convergence having appeared as a long cold war caused the two blocks to indirectly oppose each other in several regions from time to time, which is nothing but what was observed during the Syria Crisis. The Soviet Union which took advantage of the domestic situation in Syria chose Syria as a suitable region to dominate the Middle East. However, the Western countries did not want communism to dominate this region and therefore they wanted to prevent the Soviet Union from dominating Syria.41

3.8. Lebanon Crisis

The policy adopted by Lebanon related to participating in the organizations supported by the USA and the West in order not to be seen as a pro-West changed with the proclamation of the Eisenhower Doctrine and Lebanon was the second Arab country to adopt the related doctrine after Iraq.42

When the Eisenhower Doctrine was adopted in Lebanon, the general elections were held and the President Camille Chamoun practised a deceit in these elections and managed to enable a parliament to win the elections, which would support the Eisenhower Doctrine and would enable his presidency term which would have otherwise expired in September, 1958 to be prolonged for another four year period although it was not possible in accordance with the constitution. In these elections, the most important figures of the opposing party were excluded from the parliament. However, the Muslim-Arab section of the Lebanese people, half of whom were Christian and half of whom were Muslim, basically were pro-Nasir and did not support the Eisenhower Doctrine.43

The abovementioned tricks by Chamoun caused a severe opposition against him as well as dividing the Lebanese people into two. As this was the case, the murder of a journalist connected to the opposing party on May 8, 1958 was enough to create trouble and Nasir supporters went on strike arguing that this murder was organized by the government and these strikes turned into a real rebel. Whereupon, this rebel turned into anti-Westism.44

Following that the Lebanese primary minister, Chamoun invited the USA to Lebanon, where a domestic disturbance existed, based on the Eisenhower Doctrine, the US naval forces attacked Lebanon.45 In the message that the US President Eisenhower sent to the Congress, he explained that the stated military attack was performed upon the request of Lebanon.46

The number of the US soldiers was raised to 15,000. Chamoun abandoned the decision of prolonging the presidency term with the pressures of the USA. Then, the Lebanon parliament elected the Commander of the Lebanese Armed Forces, Sahab as a prima minister with a great majority. The Commander Sahab had held the armed forces in full neutrality since the outbreak of the cases in May 8, was not involved in the domestic conflicts, while making efforts to prevent these cases from turning into a civil war. Thus, the Lebanon Crisis broke out in May settled at the end of July.47

3.9. Nixon Doctrine
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The United States started a major change in its Gulf Policy with the influence of the burden of Vietnam after a short while after the President Richard M. Nixon took over the administration. The abovementioned change focused on how the Nixon Doctrine which was proclaimed in 1969 would be implemented in the region.\footnote{48} Nixon stated that the world was going into a change after the World War II and a foreign policy to fulfil the requirements of this new era should be created. In addition, the developments having emerged in line with the detente in the international system was effective in this policy change as well.\footnote{49} Nixon Doctrine basically envisaged that the USA would not perform direct military interventions in regional conflicts but rather be contented with giving military and economic aids. In this connection, the USA changed its Gulf policy. The purpose of the USA was not to supersede England in the region but to develop diplomatic relations with the states in the region and to give economic and technical assistance and thereby to encourage the efforts of these states. However, the states in the region were responsible for the security in the region.\footnote{50}

The Nixon Doctrine involved utilizing the local partners in critical geographies and expanding the scope of the roles of these partners in order to promote and maintain the American hegemony. The USA controlled the Middle East and the Gulf adopting a twin pillar policy. Iran and Saudi Arabia took significant parts in this policy.\footnote{51} According to the Nixon plan, “the capacities of those states to be responsible for the defence of the region would be improved with the American weapons in terms of quality and quantity.”\footnote{52}

Therefore, the USA’s policy directed to remove the image based on a security-oriented cooperation between the USA and the countries in the region mainly focused on four points. First of all, the cooperation between Iran and Saudi Arabia should be encouraged in order to ensure the stability in the Gulf region. Secondly, the USA should maintain a part of its naval forces despite probable oppositions in the Gulf. Thirdly, the USA should increase the number of its diplomatic representatives in the Gulf Region and improve its technical assistance. Finally, the USA should support the weak countries in the Gulf region.\footnote{53}

After this period, the stated policy dominated the period until the 1979 Iranian Reform and the invasion of Afghanistan by the Soviets. Moreover, in case any power established dominance over the region in a way to create imbalance or it increased its influence over the region, this would endanger the security of the oil and the interest of the West over the region. Therefore, it was emphasized that such dominance would be against the interests of the USA.\footnote{54}

3.10. Iranian Reform and the Developments in Afghanistan

The United States of America significantly relied on its alliance with Iran for the security of the Gulf region during the Nixon administration. However, the Middle East and the Gulf policy of the USA took an unexpected blow with the Iranian Reform in 1979. Not only the
USA lost one of its significant allies in the region but also Iran became a new threat factor for the states in the region.\textsuperscript{55} The Iranian administration came under the domination of the Islamist group which was against the USA and the West with the overthrow of the Shah. Hence, the Soviet Union became advantageous against the USA. This is because; the two pillar policy that the USA adopted came to an end following the regime change in Iran. Therefore, the reliability of the USA’s Middle East policy took a blow and the security of its allies came under threat. The developments in Iran in 1978 and 1979 made it necessary to review the Nixon Doctrine.\textsuperscript{56} The developments in Afghanistan caused the World War which went down with the invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 by the Soviet Union to rise again. The strategic, economic and political interests of the USA over the region were endangered with the abovementioned invasion. The security problem of the political regimes in the region was raised due to the developments in Iran.\textsuperscript{57} Both the Iranian Reform and the invasion of Afghanistan were interpreted as the most negative developments during the post-World War II era for the USA.\textsuperscript{58}

3.11. The Carter Doctrine and the Rapid Deployment Force

After Jimmy Carter came into power, the Nixon Doctrine which had constituted the basis for the Middle East policy of the USA by that time was terminated and a policy was adopted, which is called the “Carter Doctrine”. This policy which legalized the military intervention of the USA has constituted the basic axis of the US Middle East Policy since then.\textsuperscript{59} Carter declared this policy on January 23, 1980. He briefly suggested that; \textit{an attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.}\textsuperscript{60} This policy exhibited an attitude completely opposite to the Nixon Doctrine which emphasized a weapon aid to encompass the Soviet diffusion. Since then, American armed forces would be used to defend the American interests in the Persian Gulf region.

The Carter administration established a Rapid Deployment Force in December 1979 basically in order to ensure the security of the Gulf Region and to protect the economic interests of the United States of America in the Gulf region upon the developments having arisen with the invasion of Afghanistan and the overthrow of the Shah in Iran. The Rapid Deployment Forces were initially established in order to dissuade or to stop for a certain time any possible Soviet assault to the region.\textsuperscript{61} Then a new joint task force was proposed to be established with a project prepared by the US Naval Forces and a Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF) combining the two projects was established as a result of the studies which had been carried out between December 1979 and February 1980.\textsuperscript{62}
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Force was to keep available a qualified and mobile military force which has the ability to combat under desert conditions in order to be able to intervene in the Gulf region when necessary. However, it was emphasized that the mobility of the abovementioned task force should be improved when the Rapid Deployment Task Force could not be effective in the crisis in which the US embassy personnel in Tehran were taken hostage.  


Ronald Reagan came into power in 1981 after Carter who encountered vital cases in the region having come into power in 1977. Reagan preferred a more aggressive discourse during the period before the elections and stated that the USA would give rise to military steps towards the region reminding that the Rapid Deployment Force failed in the hostage crisis in Iran. Hence, that Reagan doubled the defence budget proposed by the Carter administration for 1981 and 1982 was a big indicator of the march of the policy of the new president regarding the region. The basic policy of the Reagan administration was to respond harshly to the enlargement of the Soviet Union and to take the lead in adopting a containment policy in universal terms.

In addition to the abovementioned policy adopted against the Soviet Union, other elements of the Middle East policy of the Reagan Administration were maintaining the Rapid Deployment Force policy which ensures the presence of US troops in the region and increasing the number of these troops. The Rapid Deployment Force began to gain much more importance along with the Reagan administration. As stated before, that Reagan supported the Rapid Deployment Force policy and especially increased the military budget resulted in a rapid increase in the dominance of the USA over the region. In a press conference in February 1981, Reagan stated that he would maintain the Rapid Deployment Policy of Carter in the Persian Gulf and other regions of the Third World in order to protect the American interests. As is known, the establishment purpose of the Rapid Deployment Force was to respond to the threats against the Gulf Region. This task force became more effective during the Reagan administration. In addition, Francis West, the US Deputy Secretary of Defence, listed other missions of the Rapid Deployment Force as follows; to continually ensure the security of Israel and peace in the region, to support moderate Arab states such as Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Oman and Egypt against radical states, to support moderate Arab states against civil rebellions and subversive activities, to limit the Soviet influence over the region and to dissuade a possible Soviet invasion in the Gulf region.

In addition, the name of Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF) was changed to the US Central Command (CENTCOM) in January 1983 by the Reagan administration and its capacity was increased. The USA developed various policies in order to ensure that the Rapid Deployment Force moves in the region more readily. At this point, the military agreements in the region and the bases had a very significant role in terms of the permanence of the military presence of the Rapid Deployment Force and the USA. The Rapid Deployment Force which had been initially established for the purpose of creating a deterrent
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factor for the Soviet threat was deployed in the region thereafter and played a significant role in the US military interventions in the region.\textsuperscript{68}

4. Conclusion

The political structure having emerged after the World War II in the world was built upon a balance of power created by the West Block under the leadership of the USA on one side and the East Block under the leadership of the Soviet Union on the other side. The security of the Middle East which was one of most important centres in world politics had a great role in this era. The USA adopted a policy that would continuously increase its hegemonic power in the Middle East.

In this period, various doctrines were proclaimed under the names of the US presidents. The USA promised that it would protect the independent nations against the danger of Communism with the Truman Doctrine in 1947. With the Eisenhower Doctrine in 1957, it also declared that it would give a direct military aid when requested by the nations facing the threat of international communism while forming the legitimate basis for using a direct military power. The 1960s when the tension was still felt despite the detente was a significant period for the US Foreign Policy. The USA struggled to create an interest-based structure all over the world against the Soviet threat. The USA declared that no military power would be used in regional conflicts thereon with the 1968 Nixon Doctrine and took a step back from the US policy having been adopted up to that time. However, this political detente adopted within the context of the Nixon Doctrine, the Iranian Reform, the invasion of Afghanistan and other cases during 1970s caused the USA to adopt an interventionist policy again under the name of the Carter Doctrine in 1980. This interventionist policy was initially considered for the Middle East; however it was expanded in a way to cover all the regions where American interests were under threat with the Reagan administration.

Consequently, when these doctrines are analyzed, it is seen that the USA actually adopted a sustainability and development policy in the Middle East. In addition, although the Soviet Union was introduced as a big threat for the Middle East by the USA, the USA itself was dangerous as much as the Soviet Union.

\textsuperscript{68} Ibid, p. 246.
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